
SSS 2 CLOTHING AND TEXTILES.

TOPIC : BEAD MAKING CRAFTS /SEQUENCE ON FABRICS .

Beads are valuable articles to Africans.They use to be fought for,loved ,begged for,traded for
and prayed for too.

KINDS OF BEADS

Cowries,ostrich shell,and glass beads, there are also beads made of bone, animal teeth such as
leopards,beads of reed and straw,bronze,gold,silver,ivory,stone, seeds and tusks. They are semi-
precious materials too.

PATTERNS OF BEADS

Beads are of different and materials have their own intrinsic qualities.The famous African
trade beads that comes from Europe, mainly Holland,come in various patterns and
colours.Among these are the Venetian bulges inlaid and dude with 'millefion' patterns called
'eyes'.

Glass beads,home made in Bida,Nigeria,from scrap glass of various colours were also
popular for their colours and patterns.

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR BEADING

1. Cutting pliers

2. Needle-nose pliers

3. Tiger tail

4. Fishing line

5. Earing hooks

6. Stoppers

7. Beads

8. Heading board

9. Round nose pliers

10. Dividers

11. Sequences

12. Sand beads

13. Beading needles



SEQUENCE ON FABRICS

Sequence on fabrics require great attention and being careful.If you intend to fill an area heavily
with beadwork,stabilize the fabric to prevent it from puckering and shrinking up from all the
stitches and to help it retain its origin and grain lines.If the area to be beaded is too large,attach
beading door or piping door to conventional machine to see over strong bead.

DESIGNS:Designs are marked out on the background fabric required for the craft.Designs
should be worked on the right side for hand stitched beading. Beading should be worked on the
background of any garment before it's finished.

METHOD OF BEADING ON A FABRIC :

1.Bring the needle through to the front of the work and pick up one bead.

2.Slide the bead along the needle, just onto the thread.

3.Pick up a thread of the background material, length of the bead along the design line.

4.Draw the needle through the fabric to place the bead on the fabric and pick up the second
bead.Continue like this till all the beads are sewn on.

Assignment :Design an embroidery craft on a neckline of a garment using a beading
method.Your creativity and colour control will be accurately considered.


